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Ethical Considerations for Digitally
Targeted Public Health Interventions

See also Chou and Gaysynsky, p. S270.

Researchers, advocates, and
policymakers increasingly worry
that the Internet generally, and
social media specifically, have
become vectors of misinforma-
tion, manipulation, and other
forms of malign influence.1,2

Unlike older forms of media,
such as radio and television,
Internet-driven influence differs
in its capacity for individualized
targeting, the speed with which
messages can be transmitted and
amplified, and the extent to
which the creation and distribu-
tion of messages can be auto-
mated.While much attention has
focused on the effects of such
messaging on political discourse,
researchers have traced equally
concerning impacts on discus-
sions pertaining to health-related
issues, such as vaccine safety.3

Searching for ways to respond,
public health officials and public
health scholars have suggested a
range of approaches, including
increasing existing efforts to pro-
mote information and health lit-
eracy, devising strategies for
publicly rebutting misinforma-
tion, and preparing clinicians and
public health officials to address
misinformation one on one.4

Such strategies are uncontro-
versial. Yet some contemplate
going further, askingwhether the
same tools contributing to these
problems—targeted, automated
digital messaging—might be
utilized to mitigate their negative

effects. For example, while ac-
knowledging potential risks,
Dunn et al. explore ways “social
media data are used to predict or
model health-related behaviours
and outcomes” and “how these
methods might be operational-
ised in the design of precision
behavioural interventions.”5

One can imagine public health
analogs of YouTube’s “redirect
method,” which identifies users
interested in terrorist or extremist
videos and redirects them to
antiextremist countermessaging.

Though research in this area is
preliminary, it raises significant
ethical questions that ought to be
addressed in advance of further
developments.

MANIPULATION AND
AUTONOMY

In part, these proposals mirror
ongoing debates about the use of
so-called “nudging” to promote
individual and public health,
and they prompt some of the
same normative considerations.
Nudging involves shaping peo-
ple’s choice environments in such
a way that subtly steers them
toward individually or socially
beneficial decisions. Because such
interventions are often
designed to bypass people’s
capacity for conscious delib-
eration, and function instead
by triggering preconscious

decision-making heuristics
(“cognitive biases”), they are
fraught with questions about
paternalism and manipulation.

While no consensus has been
reached about the extent to
which such worries are justified,
they highlight morally relevant
costs of intervening in people’s
decision-making that might
otherwise be neglected from the
cost–benefit calculations public
health officials have to make.We
value autonomy (i.e., our ca-
pacity to make independent de-
cisions), even when it means
deciding tomake ourselves worse
off. Of course, situations can arise
in which the potential harm is so
grave that preventing it out-
weighs the cost of violating a
person’s autonomy (e.g., in cases
of suicidal ideation). But such
situations ought to be treated as
the exception rather than the
rule. As researchers and public
officials weigh the costs and
benefits of utilizing digital in-
fluence strategies to promote
health—especially precisely tar-
geted (or “personalized”) inter-
ventions, which I and others

argue raise particularly acute
manipulation worries2—they
ought to seriously contemplate
the costs of circumventing peo-
ple’s capacity (and their right) to
think and choose for themselves.
If they decide to utilize such
strategies, they should design
interventions that targets can
easily contextualize and under-
stand—for example, by clearly
indicating who is behind the
messaging, why the person seeing
it has been targeted, where they
can find more information, and
how they can opt out of future
interventions.

PRIVACY
Privacy concerns arise because

targeting individuals with rele-
vant, timely public health mes-
sages requires collecting and
processing information about
them. One reason public health
scholars are enthusiastic about
the potential for these kinds of
interventions is that ubiqui-
tous digital technologies, such
as smartphones and fitness
trackers, create huge amounts of
data that can be used to make
predictions about individual
and population-level health
events. However, privacy
scholars and advocates caution
that the existence of such in-
formation does not entail that it
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is “up for grabs.” People share
information about themselves
in particular contexts, with the
expectation that it will be
accessed by specific recipients
and used for specified ends.6 Just
as technology companies like
Facebook and Cambridge
Analytica faced backlash from
the public when it learned they
used information disclosed
through social media to target
political advertisements, public
health officials ought to exercise
caution before using such in-
formation to target health
messaging, unless they have
received clear, explicit, affir-
mative consent.

BIAS
Researchers have shown, time

and again, that the algorithms
used to deliver targeted content
online are deeply susceptible to
unintended, discriminatory bias.
Using such tools tomitigate social
media–driven misinformation or
to promote truthful public health
messaging thus raises the possi-
bility of missing certain groups or
targeting them with inaccurate
information. As public health
practitioners are unlikely to
build message targeting systems
themselves, relying instead
on platforms like Google’s and
Facebook’s, they ought to care-
fully consider the risk that their
interventions might not reach all
intended audiences (and indeed,
that they might exclude already
marginalized groups). At the very
least, public heath campaigns that
do utilize ad targeting or other
content recommendation plat-
forms should be regularly audited
to detect issues before they be-
come widespread.

ACCOUNTABILITY
Finally, questions about ac-

countability come to the fore
whenever powerful institutions
intervene in people’s lives. Such
questions are especially urgent in
this context because machine
learning and artificial intelligence
(the computational techniques
that power most targeting and
recommender systems) are
known for their opacity, which
derives from the fact that their
inner workings are often pro-
tected by corporate trade secrecy
laws, and their decision-making
logics are difficult even for experts
with proper access to understand.7

If public health organizations are
going to use such tools ethically,
they will need to go out of their
way to create structures of trans-
parency and accountability. That
might involve storing messages
for post hoc review, carefully
logging who has seen them, and
making that information readily
available to auditors.

CONCLUSION
Dealing successfully with

these ethical questions will re-
quire balancing difficult trade-
offs. On one hand, the troves of
personal data collected about
each of us are incredibly reveal-
ing, and the tools for leveraging
those data to target digital mes-
sages are powerful and readily
available. It is easy to understand
why researchers and public health
practitioners are eager to explore
the good they could do with
them.

On the other hand, targeted
digital public health interven-
tions might also involve consid-
erable ethical costs. The data that
power targeting technologies are
often collected in ways that dis-
respect data subjects’ privacy.
Such technologies are liable to

target messages in ways that dis-
criminate against marginalized
groups. They create barriers to
accountability. And targeted
digital public health interven-
tions threaten to influence our
decision-making in ways that
violate our autonomy. Whether
the benefits of these interventions
outweigh the costs should be
determined on a case-by-case
basis. To make such determina-
tions, practitioners should con-
sider both the severity of the
health risks they are addressing
(e.g., promoting healthy diets vs
suicide intervention or combat-
ing health misinformation during
a pandemic) and the extent to
which they can minimize po-
tential harms (e.g., whether
messaging can be made trans-
parent, and targeting data can be
collected in ways that respect
people’s privacy). Of course, the
ethical issues discussed here are
not exhaustive—rather, they
suggest a place from which dis-
cussions about the ethics of tar-
geted digital public health
interventions can start.
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